**NEW PATTERNS**

**Divided Flatware Basket Pattern**
by McElroy $3.50
3 sectioned basket w/ woven dividers, 11” x 9” base x 4” H (not including handle) Woven w/ flat reed. 24” square U Oak handle w/12” spread. Intermediate skill level. 4 pages

Now back in stock, also by McElroy: Laundry Basket, Sock Basket, Sammy McSnow and Workers Companion Basket Patterns.

**Cranberry Basket Pattern**
by Antoline $4.00
12” diameter x 8” H (not including handle) natural & dyed flat reed w/ Japanese diamond weave sides woven on a 10” Rd slotted base. Swing handle w/ 12” spread. Intermediate skill level. 3 pages

**Rick- Rack Baskets Pattern**
by Antoline $4.00
8” diameter x 6” H (not including handle) natural & dyed flat reed woven in zigzag pattern that resembles fabric rick-rack, spoked bottom w/ round reed twined base. 16” Rd-top push-in U handle w/ 8” spread. Intermediate skill level. 3 pages

**Twined Wicker Basket Pattern**
$5.00 by Antoline
6” Rd drilled base x 8” H (19 holes in base) (11” to top of handle) #3 round reed (use stiffer reed for spokes & flexible for weavers) w/#6 round reed twisted handle. Pattern teaches simple footer to lock spokes on the bottom of the base. Suitable for all skill, but shaping skills are helpful. 3 pages

---

**NEW PATTERN & BASE/HANDLE SETS**

**DOval Basket Pattern** $3.00
by Wagner
3 sizes/styles woven w/ natural flat reed on 5” x 8” oak, oblong oval slotted bases with attached round top or flat top “D” handles. 2 pages

They look great with a marbled accent row or dyed reed.

All weaving skill levels but makes a GREAT beginner basket. The handle does much of the shaping for you. These handle sets are sold as 2 pieces & must be put together at home.

All sets are $8.87 each $95.76 dozen same set

**DOval Handle Set**
5” wide x 8” long oblong oval (also called race track oval - very rounded ends), oak base with slot (groove) comes w/precut 8” x 8” D handle, ready to attach.

**High DOval Handle Set**
5” x 8” oblong slotted oval w/ precut 6” x 12” D handle, ready to attach.

**FOval Handle Set**
5” x 8” oblong slotted oval w/ precut 6” x 7” flat-top D handle, ready to attach.

Place a few drops of wood glue into the wide center slots. Slide the cut ends of the D handle into place & tie string around handle bottom or place rubber band near bottom of handle. Let dry overnight & it’s ready to weave.

**SHAKER TAPE DISCOUNT:**
6 or more full rolls of 1” $63.45 each
6 or more full rolls of 5/8” $40.50 each
Rolls may be all of one color or mixed colors but must be all the same width.

---

**NEW BASE**

5” x 10”
Slotted Oak Rectangle
$5.37 each $57.72 dozen
5/8” thick wood with a 1/2” deep slot.
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Baby’s Rattle Pattern – Tessler NOW only $2.00
NEW PATTERNS
by Wagner both $3.00 each
Double Rod Bowl on Slotted Base
3” diameter base x 4” H, 4-1/2” across top - natural & dyed #1 or #2 round reed weavers (woven in a 4 double-rod or 2 ply weave – creates a solid wall of weaving w/different color patterns on the inside & outside) & #3 RR spokes woven on a 3” Rd. slotted base. 2 pages. Intermediate RR level.

Little Double Rod Dish on Slotted Base
3” diameter base x 2” H, 4-1/2” across top - natural & dyed #1 or #2 round reed weavers (woven in a 4 double-rod or 2 ply weave - creates a solid wall of weaving w/different color patterns on the inside & outside) & #3 RR spokes woven on a 3” Rd. slotted base. Pattern includes instructions for both spiral & striped patterns. 2 pages. Intermediate Round Reed level.

NEW BOOKS
Try chip carving on thick hard-shell gourds! softcover
The Complete Guide to Chip Carving - $17.95
A beginner's guide from world renowned chip carver Wayne Barton. Unquestionably the finest guidance ever for the novice. His technical knowledge, design skills, & ability to instruct remain unequalled. He covers tools & materials, holding & sharpening chip carving knives, & laying out & transferring patterns. Borders, grids, rosettes, free-form design, positive image design, & lettering & Barton’s special, time-tested hints. 144 pgs.

Chip Carving Design & Pattern Sourcebook $14.95
by Wayne Barton
Bounty of patterns specifically chosen to provide carvers with experience in many styles, including, signs, lettering geometric designs, positive-image, & free-form work. More than 125 different plates, boxes, wall plaques, cabinets, chair backs, house numbers, lamp bases, lap desks, & more. New to this edition: a lettering chart to trace & then carve. Only the two most readily available knife blades are used (W.B. Premier No. 1 & No. 2).

The Craft & Art of Bamboo, Revised & Updated - 30 Eco-Friendly Projects to Make for Home & Garden $17.95
by Carol Stangler
Beautiful, sustainable bamboo is one of the most popular materials for gardens & home decor. This highly regarded introduction is now back in print, revised & updated. It offers rich history, fascinating background, & great projects, covering all the tools & techniques needed for harvesting, storing, & making things with bamboo. Thirty how-to projects include bamboo fences, trellises, chopsticks, teacups, & outdoor shower. This edition describes bamboo’s importance in local & global eco-systems & illustrates how to contain bamboo in the landscape. Lush photography makes the book a visual treat, & abundant illustrations add instructive detail. 160 pages. softcover

New & Different Materials for Weaving & Coiling
by Marianne Barnes
Soft Cover $29.99
Over 350 images display raw materials, techniques & final works of art. Along w/traditional materials such as reed, white oak, ash, vines, plants, grasses, & bark; kudzu, grapevines, iris, sweetgrass, paper & wire provide new possibilities. Information is included on where to find natural materials & how to collect & prepare them for weaving. Alternative materials are also explored, including wire, mesh & recycled materials. Tutorials & projects from well-known weavers & gourd artists, along w/an extensive list of resources, make this book a must have for weavers & anyone w/a passion for handcrafted fiber art. 208 pages

Look for Angie’s work in the Gallery section & elsewhere in the book.

Creating Bottles with Gourds & Fiber $19.99
by Jim Widess
Softcover - With more than 350 color images & step-by-step instructions, 7 projects are based on containers from around the world: palm wine bottle from Cameroon, canoe bottle from Borneo, sake flask & spiral woven bottle from Japan, burl from Mexico, intricately woven bottle from Indonesia, & netted Hawaiian water bottle. Learn weaving, braiding & embellishment techniques w/fiber that will enhance your basketry skills & easily add character to special baskets & gourd art. 96 pages

Hopi Wicker
Plaques & Baskets
$29.95 Softcover
by Rhodes
Be inspired! This new & original survey details the beautiful styles & designs of woven plaques & baskets by artists of Third Mesa in Arizona. 67 different design categories, over 475 color photographs. History of the Hopi people, weaving materials & techniques, different uses of the baskets & plaques & their values today all are discussed. Explorations of the named pattern designs, including Sunflower, Wedding Basket & Dragonfly, as well as unnamed & the coveted Katsina plaques are given. This valuable reference enables readers to more easily identify old & contemporary examples in private collections, museums & art galleries.

The Nature of Basketry $14.95
by Rossbach
Softcover
This delightful book presents a wide variety of baskets from around the world w/the author’s view of “temporary” & “permanent” uses & 100’s of photographs. Asian, American & European ceremonial baskets, some of which support lavish facades of feathers & shells, as well as humble work baskets & those made quickly to satisfy a moment’s need. Many traditional methods of converting plant materials into baskets are described w/pictures of their constructions & discussions of their unique qualities. No patterns are included but many techniques are discussed & the book is filled with photos & illustrations. 192 pages

A great overview of basketry from around the world.
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